Magnetic bead-based detection of autoimmune responses using protein microarrays.
In the present study, a magnetic bead-based detection approach for protein microarrays is described as an alternative approach to the commonly used fluorescence-based detection system. Using the bead-based detection approach with applied magnetic force, it was possible to perform the detection step more rapidly as a result of the accelerated binding between the captured analyte in the microspot and the detection antibody, which was coupled to the magnetic beads. The resulting strong opacity shift on the microspots could be recorded with an ordinary flatbed scanner. In the context of autoimmunity, a set of 24 serum samples was analyzed for the presence of antibodies against 12 autoantigens using standard fluorescence and magnetic bead-based detection methods. Dynamic range, sensitivity, and specificity were determined for both detection methods. We propose from our findings that the magnetic bead-based detection option provides a simplified and cost effective readout method for protein microarrays.